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ABSTRACT
AYUMI EYE is an accelerometer-based gait analysis device that measures the 3D accelerations of the
human trunk. This study investigated the measurement accuracy of the AYUMI EYE as hardware as well
as the accuracy of the gait cycle extraction program via simultaneous measurements using AYUMI EYE, a
ground reaction force (GRF), and an optical motion capture system called VICON. The study was
conducted with four healthy individuals as participants. The gait data were obtained by simulating four
different patterns for three trials each: normal walking, anterior-tilt walking, hemiplegic walking, and
shuffling walking. The AYUMI EYE and VICON showed good agreement for both the acceleration and
displacement data. The durations of subsequent stride cycles calculated using the AYUMI EYE and GRF
were in good agreement based on the calculated cross-correlation coefficients (CCs) with an r value of
0.896 and p-value less than 0.05, and their accuracies for these results were sufficient.
Keywords - AYUMI EYE, acceleration sensor, gait analysis, optical sensor

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, various gait analysis devices have been developed and used in medical and nursing
care, as well as in other monitoring situations. This development is important because maintaining the
ability to walk and the independence in walking are related to the quality of life as well as the extension of
healthy life expectancy and survival [1-3]. The gait analysis device AYUMI EYE (Waseda Elderly Health
Association Co., Ltd.) [4] is a device that can score the gait function instantly, based on acceleration data
during walking, using a triaxial accelerometer and a gait cycle extraction program embedded in an iOS
application. This program predicts the durations of the subsequent stride cycles, utilizing foot contacts
detected via a segmentation algorithm. In gait analysis using an accelerometer, the gait motion is considered
as a periodic movement of the body's center of gravity (COG), and the rhythmic change of COG is measured
using an accelerometer, which allows objective measurements of the gait abnormalities [5-6]. Gait analysis
using a single point accelerometer has been studied in various scenarios, such as comparing young and
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elderly subjects, verifying the relevance of general clinical examinations, and application to different
subjects such as healthy adults and stroke patients [5-13]. Moreover, good reproducibility and validity have
been reported in analyses where the accelerometer was attached near the lumbar portion of the spine [5][1315]. Gait analysis using accelerometers is expected to be widely utilized in clinical settings because of the
simplicity, low cost, and unconstrained measurement environment of the accelerometer compared to
conventional non-accelerometer gait analysis equipment [16]. In the AYUMI EYE device, data processing
can be performed automatically, thereby making it more useful in many situations.
In AYUMI EYE, the gait parameters are defined using triaxial acceleration data obtained from the
areas around the lumbar region of the spine [8-13], and the reproducibility of the parameters is sufficient to
use in clinical situations [17]. However, the accuracy of the AYUMI EYE data and the durations of the
subsequent stride cycles obtained automatically from the data were not sufficiently clarified.
This study was conducted to investigate the measurement accuracy of AYUMI EYE as a device
and the gait cycle extraction program by simultaneous measurement and comparison of the data from
AYUMI EYE, the ground reaction force (GRF) data, and the marker displacements of an optical motion
capture system (VICON).

2. METHODS
Four healthy participants (3 males and 1 female, age: 30–70), who had no diseases or conditions that were
thought to affect their ability to walk, participated in this study (mean ± standard deviation (SD), height:
162.5±6.5 cm; body mass: 66.3±18.9 kg). The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of GE Healthcare Japan Corporation (IRB-OT-2015-002). All the participants provided their
written informed consent before participation.

Fig 1. AYUMI EYE: A triaxial accelerometer with an iOS application

The AYUMI EYE (Fig. 1, sampling frequency: 31.25 Hz), a force plate (AMTI, sampling
frequency: 100 Hz), and an optical motion capture system called VICON Nexus (VICON Motion Systems
Ltd., 10 cameras, sampling frequency: 100 Hz) were used as the gait analysis instruments. The participants
using the AYUMI EYE module walked in a laboratory room outfitted with a force plate and the VICON
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system. A retro-reflective marker was placed in the same position as the AYUMI EYE module, which was
attached to a rubber belt and adjusted to align with the third lumbar vertebra that approximates the COG of
the human body (Fig. 2). The weight of the AYUMI EYE module is 18.5 g (including the battery) and its
dimensions are 62.4 × 30.9 × 11.8 mm. The built-in triaxial accelerometer in the AYUMI EYE module
detects acceleration along the x (longitudinal), y (lateral), and z (vertical) axes of the device’s coordinate
system. These acceleration signals were acquired, digitized, and transmitted to a tablet (iPad, Apple Inc.)
using Bluetooth communication. The iOS application designed for use with the module receives these data
and computes the parameters related to the gait. In particular, the duration of the subsequent stride cycles
is estimated using a program that extracts time information using the periodicity of the acceleration
waveforms. As the AYUMI EYE is an accelerometer, the researchers did not have to perform any preexperimental calibration. Zero-point correction based on the gravitational acceleration was performed every
time the system was turned on. Acceleration data obtained with the AYUMI EYE were low-pass filtered
before further analysis.

Fig. 2. AYUMI EYE placement location on the research participant

To evaluate whether the AYUMI EYE can be used for measurements under all gait conditions, gait
data were obtained for four different pattern simulations with three experimental trials per pattern: normal
walking, anterior-tilt walking (posture with approximately 25° of trunk flexion from the vertical) [18],
hemiplegic walking (mimicking the characteristics of a hemiplegic patient who can walk) [19], and
shuffling walking (decreased height of toes off the floor during the swing phase) [20]. The order of the
experimental trials in the four conditions was randomized, and all trials were performed after sufficient
warm-up.
The AYUMI EYE data were collected approximately 15 steps from the beginning to the end of
measurements. The GRF data were analyzed according to the gait cycle of steady-state walking. The first
contact with the force plate was performed at the fifth step from the start of walking, and this instant was
defined as time 0. The VICON data were synchronized with those of the force plate using an analog-todigital board, and information was collected for approximately 10 additional steps. The AYUMI EYE was
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synchronized with the other instruments after measurements using the acquired data. The GRF and AYUMI
EYE data were first synchronized by matching the timing of the waveform peaks of the vertical component
of the GRF with the vertical acceleration during the stance phase. Displacement values were estimated by
time integration from the acceleration data acquired by the AYUMI EYE, and the trend was obtained by a
moving average processing step in the time domain with the VICON displacement data; further, the lowfrequency fluctuations were removed from the original signal, and the accuracy of agreement between the
acceleration and displacement waveforms of the AYUMI EYE and VICON was improved by preprocessing
with a Fourier-domain high-pass filter. The time information in the waveforms of the AYUMI EYE and
VICON displacement data was confirmed to be in general agreement and was indirectly synchronized. The
VICON camera and force plate data were low-pass filtered at 6 Hz (camera) and 18 Hz (force plate) before
further analysis. The data were then compared in the following three manners.
2.1. Comparison of the acceleration data of AYUMI EYE and VICON
The cross-correlation coefficients (CCs) [21] were calculated for all trials as indicators of the degree of
agreement between the 3D acceleration data of the AYUMI EYE and the 3D acceleration obtained from the
second-order differentiation of the 3D marker displacement coordinates of the VICON. The significance
level was set at p < 0.05. The mean and standard deviations (SD) of the CCs of all gait data were calculated
for each axis.
2.2. Comparison of displacement data of AYUMI EYE and VICON
The CCs were calculated for all trials using the 3D displacement data obtained from the second-order
integration of the 3D acceleration data from the AYUMI EYE and the 3D marker displacement coordinates
of VICON. The significance level was set at p < 0.05, and the mean and SD of the CCs of all gait data were
calculated for each axis.
2.3. Comparison of durations of subsequent stride cycles of AYUMI EYE and force plate
The CCs were calculated for all trials using the durations of the subsequent stride cycles obtained from the
AYUMI EYE gait cycle extraction program and the force plate. The significance level was set at p < 0.05,
and all gait cycle information obtained from the force plate was included in the analysis. For the calculation
of the durations of subsequent stride cycles of the force plate, the instant at which the vertical GRF increased
from zero to a positive value was defined as the foot ground contact, and the instant at which the vertical
GRF changed from a positive value to zero was defined as the foot off.

3. RESULTS
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3.1. Acceleration data of AYUMI EYE and VICON
Figure 3 shows a typical example of the comparison between the acceleration data of the AYUMI EYE and
those calculated from marker displacements. For each peak of the acceleration waveform, the AYUMI EYE
showed a tendency for larger values (sharper peaks) than the VICON, while other parts of the waveform
were in good agreement. The CCs were significant for each axis for all gait data. The mean and SD of the
CC of the 3D acceleration were high [vertical axis, a_z = 0.926±0.055; lateral axis, a_y = 0.834±0.259;
longitudinal axis, a_x = 0.689±0.219 (Fig. 5)].
3.2. Displacement data of AYUMI EYE and VICON
Figure 4 shows a typical example of the comparison between the displacement data calculated from AYUMI
EYE and those of the marker. The two waveforms are observed to be in good agreement. The CCs were
significant along each axis for all gait data. The mean and SD of the CC of the 3D displacements were high
[vertical axis, z = 0.977±0.021; lateral axis, y = 0.898±0.245; longitudinal axis, x = 0.754±0.272 (Fig. 5)].

Fig. 3. Typical examples of vertical acceleration waveforms from AYUMI EYE and VICON
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Fig. 4. Typical examples of vertical displacement waveforms from AYUMI EYE and VICON

Fig. 5. Mean and SD values of the cross-correlation coefficients computed by comparing AYUMI EYE
and VICON for 3D acceleration (vertical axis, a_z = 0.926±0.055; lateral axis, a_y = 0.834±0.259;
longitudinal axis, a_x = 0.689±0.219) and 3D displacement (vertical axis, z = 0.977±0.021; lateral axis, y
= 0.898±0.245; longitudinal axis, x = 0.754±0.272)
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3.3. Durations of subsequent stride cycles of AYUMI EYE and force plate
The number of gait cycle data points obtained by the force plate depended on the gait conditions, and the
anterior-tilt walking with the largest stride length had the smallest number of data points [normal walking,
12; anterior-tilt walking, 10; hemiplegic walking, 38; shuffling walking, 39 (Fig. 6)].
Figure 6 compares the durations of the subsequent stride cycles for all the gait trials, for which
the corresponding CC was calculated (r = 0.896, p<0.05). In normal walking, the CC computed by
comparing each duration of the subsequent stride cycle was very high (r = 0.977, p<0.05; Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Comparison of the durations of subsequent stride cycles between the prediction gait cycle
extraction program of AYUMI EYE and observation with GRF in all the gait trials. The blue line
represents the case where the prediction is equal to the data.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the durations of subsequent stride cycles between the prediction gait cycle
extraction program of AYUMI EYE and observation with GRF in normal walking. The blue line
represents the case where the prediction is equal to the data.

4. DISCUSSION
The AYUMI EYE is a gait analysis system that combines a triaxial accelerometer with an iOS application
for easy measurement and data processing, making it easier to introduce it into clinical practice than existing
accelerometers [5-13]. Therefore, the reliability and validity of the AYUMI EYE measurement results
should be examined in detail. In this study, the researchers investigated the measurement accuracy of the
AYUMI EYE hardware and the gait cycle extraction program by simultaneously measuring and comparing
the data obtained from the AYUMI EYE, the GRF, and the marker displacements of the VICON.
In this study, the accuracy of the AYUMI EYE measurements and gait cycle extraction program
was determined to be reasonable if the acquired data using the module provided sufficient CC with the data
of the VICON and force plate. The CC value is a measure of the similarity between two signal shapes or
waveforms; the CC normalizes the correlation to a dimensionless value in the range of −1 to +1. A value
closer to one for two waveforms indicates a higher degree of coincidence [18]. The acceleration data
obtained by the AYUMI EYE showed waveforms similar to those obtained by the VICON for various
walking patterns. In particular, very high CCs were obtained in the vertical and lateral directions, both for
acceleration and positional data. Similarly, the durations of the subsequent stride cycles calculated using
the AYUMI EYE were in good agreement with the results from the force plate. Thus, the measurement
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accuracies of the AYUMI EYE hardware and gait cycle extraction program were determined to be useful
for gait analysis and sufficient for evaluations in various walking situations.
By contrast, the CC of the acceleration data (0.689±0.219) and position data (0.754±0.272) in the
longitudinal axis were slightly lower than those in the vertical and lateral axes. To compare the waveforms
of acceleration and displacement during walking, the fact that the first-order integration of the acceleration
waveform is the velocity and the second-order integration is the displacement was utilized. To obtain the
velocity and displacement from the digital acceleration data, the data at each gait cycle should be repeatedly
corrected and integrated, which is considered to be poorly reproducible [22]. In this study, even the vertical
position data, which had good agreement with the waveforms, had some misalignments, as observed after
2.5 s in Fig. 4. Hence, these effects may have been affected more strongly along the longitudinal axis than
the vertical and lateral axes. In addition, the sampling frequency of 31.25 Hz for the accelerometer built
into the AYUMI EYE and 100 Hz for the VICON and force plate may have influenced the errors in the
acquired data. A comparison of the durations of subsequent stride cycles demonstrates that the difference
in sampling frequency between the devices may be because the CCs obtained for all walking patterns were
lower than those obtained for normal walking only. In previous studies comparing accelerometers with
existing gait analysis equipment, either the sampling frequency was aligned or only normal gait was
compared [14] [16]. In this study, it was suggested that atypical features that do not occur in normal walking
could not be acquired by an accelerometer with a small sampling frequency in anterior-tilt, hemiplegic, and
shuffling walking patterns. In some cases, the filtering performed to remove noise from the acceleration
data may have affected the results [23] [24].
The first limitation of this study is the validity of comparing the accuracies of the AYUMI EYE
measurements and gait cycle extraction program using only the CC (waveform agreement). Several papers
have revealed the existence of systematic bias by comparing the accelerometer with another analytical
instrument [23] [25], and this should be clarified in the present study. In addition, this study did not define
the timing of ground contact and take-off in the acceleration waveform but only compared the durations of
the subsequent stride cycles estimated by the AYUMI EYE program, which extracts the gait cycle using
the periodicity of the acceleration waveform, with those of the force plate. Thus, it is necessary to analyze
further these limitations, evaluate in detail the extent to which the acceleration and position data coincide
and the amount of error that exists in the acceleration waveform, and study in detail the parts of the
acceleration waveform corresponding to the timings of the ground contact and take-off defined by the force
plate. Furthermore, although the instrumental reproducibility of the AYUMI EYE has been shown to be
good for this measurement [17], noise and error may have had an effect on the smoothing process of the
data of each instrument and the synchronization between instruments.
Despite these limitations, it is significant that the researchers were able to propose the AYUMI
EYE as a new gait evaluation tool. In the future, the researchers will clarify the usefulness of the AYUMI
EYE as a tool through cross-sectional and longitudinal research.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The AYUMI EYE and VICON showed good agreement for both the acceleration and displacement data.
The durations of subsequent stride cycles calculated using the AYUMI EYE and GRF were in good
agreement, and their accuracies for these results were sufficient for evaluations in various walking situations.
Further, although this study assumed multiple gait conditions, it is still difficult to consider completely the
gaits of elderly participants, children, and people with diseases because some of the gait patterns in this
study, such as anterior-tilt walking, were simulated by healthy adults. It has been suggested that sufficient
investigation is necessary to evaluate abnormal gait by accelerometers [16]. This will be a subject in future
research.
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